
 

 



Singapore Real Estate Investment Trusts (REIT) currently have a debt ceiling of 45%. The industry 

believes it is too conservative. It calls on authorities to consider raising the ceiling and eventually 

remove it, so that the local REITs can take on higher debt and compete fairly with unrestricted foreign 

REITs and private equity funds to grow their businesses. 

Lin Zhuobin (Andrew), President of the Real Estate Investment Trust Association of Singapore 

(REITAS), made the above remarks during the Lianhe Zaobao interview after the inaugural REITAS 

conference held the day before yesterday. 

The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) said in an inquiry yesterday that it regularly reviews the 

system and will take feedback from the industry. An MAS spokesman said: "As a regulator in the 

financial sector, the MAS reviews the system regularly to ensure that it is consistent with market and 

international developments, as well as the best industry practices in the world. 

"We have been connected to the industry and we welcome feedback from stakeholders. We will take 

these feedback into account when reviewing and fine-tuning the regulatory framework and 

requirements." 

The inaugural REITAS conference attracted nearly 200 people, including REIT management 

companies, tax consultants, lawyers, bank staff and regulators. Lin Zhuobin (Andrew) said during the 

interview that according to the views expressed by the participants at the meeting, the industry 

believes that they are restricted by the 45% debt ceiling, making them less competitive, especially 

when going abroad with higher debt ceilings or when foreign REITs that do not face debt restrictions 

compete fairly with private equity funds.  

Currently, REITs in the United States, Japan, and Australia do not have restrictions on borrowing. 

REITAS Secretary Xu Jinquan (Jerry) pointed out that in these mature markets with no debt ceilings, 

the average debt ratio is between 40% and 50%. As for local REITs, although the debt ceiling is 45%, 

the average gearing is about 36%, indicating that the industry will still maintain a large buffer between 

actual liabilities and the ceiling.  

REITAS Secretary’s suggestion: increase the debt limit to 50% first 

He said: "We could first increase the debt ceiling to 50%, then the gearing of REITs will move up to 

40%. In the next five to ten years, when the market is more mature and self-disciplined, you can raise 

the ceiling remove it." Two REIT management companies interviewed also agreed to the raising of the 

debt ceiling. They are REIT management companies that have retail assets and office assets 

overseas. 

One of the companies said that the competition was fierce in relation to acquisitions, so time is of the 

utmost importance. If the funds are insufficient, it will be difficult. If you don't borrow, but raise funds 

through the sale of new shares, you need more time to do it.  

The principle of "buyers beware" should be adopted  

Another company's watch shows that today's investors are quite knowledgeable and will avoid REITs 

with high debt ratios. Therefore, the authorities should adopt the "caveat emptor" principle for the 

control of debt ceilings. The ceiling of debt has always been one of the important topics of REITs. In 

order to control the financing risks, the new regulations introduced by the MAS in July 2015 limit 

REIT's debt to 45%. 

Previously, trusts with no credit rating were limited to 35%, and trusts with credit ratings were limited 

to 60%. The MAS pointed out at the time that a single 45% debt ceiling would allow REITs to strike a 

good balance between over-indebtedness and reduced over-mechanized dependence on credit 

ratings. 


